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Abstract
As the size of high performance applications increases, four major challenges including heterogeneity,
programmability, fault resilience, and energy efficiency have arisen in the underlying distributed systems. To tackle with all of them without sacrificing performance, traditional approaches in resource
utilization, task scheduling and programming paradigm should be reconsidered. While Hadoop has handled data-intensive applications well in Clouds, GPU has demonstrated its acceleration effectiveness for
computation-intensive ones. This paper addresses the approaches for Hadoop to exploiting both CPU
and GPU resources effectively to handle aforementioned challenges. Hadoop schedules MapReduce’s
Map and Reduce functions across multiple different computing nodes through Java, whereas CUDA code
helps accelerate local computations further on attached GPUs. All available heterogeneous computational
power will be utilized. MapReduce in Hadoop eases the programming task by hiding communication and
scheduling details. Hadoop Distributed File System will help achieve data-level fault resilience. GPU’s
energy efficiency characteristics help reduce the power consumption of the whole system. To utilize
GPU in Hadoop, four approaches including Jcuda, JNI, Hadoop Streaming, and Hadoop Pipes, have been
accomplished and analyzed. Experimental results have demonstrated and compared their effectiveness.
Keywords: Hadoop, MapReduce, GPU, CUDA.

1.

Introduction

The term ”Big Data” has been used to describe data
sets which are so large that traditional means of
data storage, management, search, analytics, security, and other processing issues have become the
major challenges. Big Data is characterized by the

large quantity of digital information that can come
from many sources and in variant data formats. The
sheer quantity of data makes it difficult to process
or analyze. These difficulties have led to shifts in
programming paradigms in order to efficiently and
effectively handle big data in terms of performance
and programmability.
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In Clouds, MapReduce, originally proposed
by Google 15 , is a commonly used programming
paradigm to reduce programming complexity so
that developers can focus on algorithms and easily exploit the parallelism in complicated applications over computer clusters or clouds composed of
inexpensive commodity machines that alone would
not have enough computational power to handle Big
Data applications. Hadoop has been popular for
its MapReduce and Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) for programmability and fault resilience, respectively.
While MapReduce tackles data-intensive applications effectively, GPU computing becomes a good
candidate for computation-intensive ones. GPU’s
energy efficiency characteristics also help reduce the
power consumption of the whole system. Both CPU
and GPU resources will be exploited effectively to
achieve high performance computing. However,
how to utilize GPU in Hadoop smoothly remains
as a technical issue. Since Hadoop’s MapReduce is
written in Java and most GPU programs are coded
in CUDA, Java and CUDA integration is the target.
This paper makes the following contributions:
•

•

•

Four approaches of GPU and Hadoop integration,
including JCUDA, JNI, Hadoop Streaming and
Hadoop Pipes, have been implemented.
Detailed analysis and comparison of these four
approaches have been accomplished.
Experimental results have demonstrated their effectiveness.

utilizing different system resources and easiness of
wiring code in distributed environments.
2.1. Hadoop and MapReduce
Hadoop meets the challenges of Big Data by simplifying the programming process for data-intensive
applications. It provides a scalable and reliable
mechanism for processing large amount of data over
a cluster of commodity computers and providing
a cost-effective way for fault tolerant data storage. Hadoop also provides newly improved analysis techniques to enable sophisticated analytical processing for multi-structured data.
The Hadoop MapReduce framework is based on
two primitives, Map and Reduce, from functional
programming. The general form is as follows:
•
•

Map: (k1, v1) → list (k2, v2)
Reduce: (k2, list (v2)) → list (k3, v3)

The Map function takes an input key/value pair (k1,
v1) and outputs a list of intermediate key/value pairs
(k2, v2). The Reduce function takes all values associated with the same key and produces a list of
key/value pairs. User-defined projects implement
the application logic inside the Map and the Reduce
functions. The MapReduce runtime manager handles the parallel execution of these two functions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 briefly introduces Hadoop and GPU computing. Section 3 provides the implementation details of the four approaches. Experiments and performance analysis are given in Section 4. Section
5 includes the related work. Finally, the conclusion
and future work are given in Section 6.
2.

Techniques for Heterogeneous Distributed
Computing

Programmability in heterogeneous distributed systems has become a critical issue as Clouds gains
its popularity. It will determine the effectiveness of
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Fig. 1. MapReduce in Hadoop
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As shown in Fig. 1, the first phase of a MapReduce program is called mapping. A list of data elements is provided, one at a time, to a Map function run on a Mapper which transforms each element
individually to an intermediate data element. Reducing process allows users to aggregate values together. A Reduce function run on a Reducer receives
an iterator of input values from an input list, and
then combines these values together for a single output value. Both Map and Reduce computations are
therefore implicitly data parallel across (key, value)
pairs and have no data dependencies across input
and output. This means that computations can be
trivially mapped onto many or multi-core hardware
components.
However, in Hadoop MapReduce, mapper and
reducer tasks run inside of potentially short-lived
Java virtual machines. Task creation, scheduling,
and execution incur processing and memory overheads as well as reduce the efficiency of JIT (Just-InTime) compilation. However, using separate shortlived JVMs contributes to a significant reliability
advantage by separating the Hadoop system from
Mappers and Reducers. As a result, it is important
to optimize the performance of these JVMs.
In each data node of Hadoop, the TaskRunner
generates and manages many child JVMs, which execute Map and Reduce functions independently as
shown in Fig. 2. TaskRunner monitors device usage
and assign each JVM to a device.

and values from Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS), and then, it executes Map or Reduce function and saves the generated results in a queue
where the communication thread fetches the data
and writes it back to HDFS.

Fig. 2. Hadoop MapReduce on one Data Node

Fig. 3. CUDA Program Layout

Each child JVM is assigned one chunk of keyvalue pairs for either Map or Reduce computation.
It contains two JAVA threads: main and communication threads. The main thread reads input keys

Nvidia CUDA is a C/C++ extension with CUDA
Runtime and Driver APIs. Therefore, corresponding
runtime libraries should be linked during the compilation with NVCC compiler which splits CUDA

2.2. GPU and CUDA
In recent years, GPU has become a powerful coprocessor for general purpose computing due to
its high computational power and rapidly improved
programmability. General-purpose computation on
GPUs (GPGPUs) has emerged in various High Performance Computing (HPC) domains, such as bioinformatics, medical imaging, embedded system design, machine learning, data mining, etc.
Unlike Hadoop MapReduce which targets at
data-intensive applications for high throughput results, GPU intends to speed up computationintensive ones for high performance achievement.
In Hadoop, both computations and data are spread
across multiple machines where CPU’s work might
be done be GPU instead for performance gains.
Therefore, Map and Reduce functions should be
passed down to attached GPUs for execution. However, how to activate GPU computing is the new
challenge.
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programs into two parts: CPU-Code and GPUCode. The CPU-Code is regular C/C++ code with
CUDA runtime library whereas GPU-Code includes
a kernel function and several device functions, as
shown in Fig. 3. Nvidia NVCC compiler invokes
regular C/C++ compilers such as GCC and g++
to translates CUDA CPU-Code into normal CPUexecutable files. In the meantime, NVCC also converts GPU-Code into virtual GPU Assembly language code (PTX) or GPU-executable files (CUBIN).
The PTX file is a human-readable (but hardly understandable) file containing a specific form of assembler source code. CUBIN file is a CUDA binary file that can directly be loaded and executed
by a specific GPU. However CUBIN file is specific
for GPU Compute Capability which indicates GPU
version, and CUBIN files that have been created for
one Compute Capability cannot be loaded on a GPU
with a different compute capability. Thus, in this paper the usage of PTX files is preferred, since they are
compiled at runtime for GPU of the target machine.
As Nvidia GPU families are dominating the market, Hadoop and CUDA integration becomes an attractive issue. Some existing systems such as Mars
[14] use Hadoop Streaming to launch GPU kernels.
The interfaces between GPU and Hadoop become a
bottleneck. Further investigation is required.
3.

GPU and Hadoop Integration Approaches

Since Hadoop is implemented in Java, programmers
only need to write MapReduce Map and Reduce
functions in Java. Hadoop schedules these functions’ executions on different machines as shown in
Fig. 2. Utilizing GPU in Hadoop means that these
functions will be executed by GPU, not CPU-based
JVM anymore. Java-based Map and Reduce functions should play as proxies and be able to call the
CUDA CPU-code which in turn calls CUDA GPUCode. In Fig. 2, the main thread will copy the
buffered data to GPU, launch a Mapper or Reducer
kernel, and copy the results back from GPU into the
buffer on CPU side. The actual computations are
done on GPU instead. For the main thread, to enable
the execution on GPU, there exist four approaches:

JCuda, JNI, Hadoop Streaming, and Hadoop Pipes.
3.1. JCuda Approach

Fig. 4. Layout Comparison of JCuda and CUDA

JCuda enables Java programs to call CUDA kernels directly. Since the program is written in Java, it
cannot rely on NVCC compiler to separate the program into CPU-Code and GPU-Code. Programmers
have to write CPU-Code in Java with JCuda Driver
API to replace the original CUDA Runtime or Driver
API, as shown in Fig. 4. GPU-Code including kernel and device functions is still written in C/C++ as
before, and should be converted into PTX or CUBIN file by NVCC compiler. There are two ways to
compile GPU-Code:
1. Just-In-Time (JIT) Compilation: Java programs call a Java API, Runtime.getRuntime()
to let NVCC compile GPU-Code into PTX or
CUBIN.
2. Off-line Compilation: GPU-Code should be
compiled in advance.
Finally, JCuda programs can load kernels from PTX
and CUBIN files through JCuda Driver API, cuModuleLoad, for the execution on GPU.
3.1.1. Compilation and Execution
Since Map and Reduce functions in Hadoop are
written in Java, JCuda is a natural consideration.
Now these functions can be re-written with JCuda
Driver API. However, since Hadoop disables Java’s
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command line interface, NVCC cannot be activated
as in the original JCuda. Therefore, Just-In-Time
compilation fails in Hadoop. GPU-Code has to be
compiled in advance.
Hadoop works in distributed computing environments. The locations of GPU-Code vary from machine to machine. It is better to embed the compiled
GPU-Code in JCuda programs. Generally, Hadoop
and JCuda can be integrated in two ways:
1. GPU-Code can be loaded to HDFS , and then
pre-launched with a specific configuration in
Hadoop’s Datanodes. This configuration process becomes time-consuming as more nodes
are involved in Hadoop systems. Therefore, it
only works with small applications and fewer
nodes.
2. GPU-Code in PTX or CUBIN format can be
embedded into a Java string. Since CUBIN
varies based on GPU types, PTX is the better
option for portability. Although programmers
have to make this happen manually, it avoids
the hassle of updating configuration files on
all Datanodes. It helps achieve portability and
scalability in Hadoop. We have adopted this
approach.

to find and unpack the JAR file in the distributed environments.
Another approach is to specify library JAR file
location using ‘-libjars’ option in the ‘hadoop jar. . . ’
command line. The JAR will be placed in distributed cache and will be made available to all of
the Hadoop tasks. The advantage of the distributed
cache is that the library JAR might still be there
even for the next program run (the size of distributed
cache can be adjusted by a configuration variable
with default value of 10GB). Hadoop keeps track of
the changes to the distributed cache file by examining their modification timestamps.
The major drawback to use JCuda for Hadoop
and GPU integration is the software dependency.
Since all CUDA Runtime and Driver APIs should be
replaced by JCuda Driver APIs, JCuda versions will
depend on CUDA versions. The latest JCUDA is
based on CUDA 5.5 and it can support all properties
before version 5.5. However, once Nvidia releases a
new CUDA version, new JCuda one will suffer few
months delay.

With JCuda, Hadoop can offload Mapper and Reducer work to GPUs gradually as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Pseudocode of Map Function in JCuda Approach

3.1.2. Setting JCuda Library in Hadoop
There are several ways for Hadoop to call JCuda
runtime library on Data Nodes. One approach is
to compress the native library ’.so’ file into a JAR
file, submit it to a subdirectory in “\hadoop\lib” , and
then include the subdirectory in the library path environment variable. A MapReduce job will be able

Fig. 6. Flow Chart of CUDA and Hadoop integration in JNI
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3.2. JNI Approach
JNI (Java Native Interface) is a programming framework that allows Java Code running in a JVM to call
native applications. This enables users to include
native methods in the Java Program to handle situations in which an application cannot be written
entirely in Java. Including platform-sensitive languages in the standard library allows all Java applications to access this functionality in a safe manner.
Word Count application is used to demonstrate
the process of JNI as shown in Fig. 6. Java applications invoke C functions, which include CUDA
kernel calls. The process consists of the following
steps:

which is a static initializer that invokes System.loadLibrary () to load native library CudaInJni during the runtime class loading.
8. Upload shared library and executable file to
Hadoop.
9. Execute JNI project through GenericOptionParser.
3.3. Hadoop Streaming Approach
Hadoop Streaming is a generic API that allows Map
and Reduce functions to be written in virtually any
language. Both of them receive input from ‘’stdin’’
and emit output (key/value pairs) to ‘’stdout’’.

1. Create a class (JavaJni.java) that declares the
native method. For example, a program includes a class named CudaInJni that contains
a native method called WordCount, via keyword “native” to indicate that this portion is
implemented in another language.
2. Use Javac to compile the JavaJni source file
and achieve the class file, JavaJni.class.
3. Use Javah –jni to generate a C header file
(JavaJni.h) containing the function prototype
for the native method implementation.
4. Create a CUDA source file with CUDA APIs
or Thrust library.
5. Write the C implementation of the native
method, including header: jni.h and cuda.cu.
6. Compile C implementation into a native library, called libHadoopJni.so, via local C
compilers and linkers. This library is system dependent. For example, in Linux, the
library file is “libCudaInJni.so”. However, in
Mac, the extension name “.so’’ is converted
into “.dylib’’ whereas in Windows, it is “.dll”.
7. Run the JavaJni program through Java runtime
interpreter. Both the class file (JavaJNI.class)
and the native library (libHadoopJni.so) are
loaded. Method WordCount() is contained
in the native library to process loading,

Fig. 7. Hadoop Streaming: Command Line Integration

In the Streaming implementation, input and output are always represented textually. The input
(key/value) pairs are written to stdin for a Mapper or
Reducer, with a tab character separating a key from
its value. Both functions write their outputs to stdout in the same format: key and value separated by a
tab, and pairs separated by a carriage return. The inputs to the Reducer are sorted so that while each line
contains only a single key/value pair, all the values
for the same key are adjacent to one another. Map
and Reduce functions are implemented in two independent files. Hadoop Streaming uses the command
line interface to redirect the data flow as shown in
Fig. 7.
The main purpose of streaming is to reduce development complexity since programmers do not
have to follow Hadoop APIs. People have used
different kinds of high-level languages such as C,
python, or Perl to work with Hadoop. However, efficiency is the one of design goals and the runtime
overhead is more than usual.
Compared with other approaches, Hadoop
Streaming does not support shuffle stage to optimize
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the output of Mapper. Hadoop will automatically
wait on all Map tasks until they finish and transfer
the results to Reducers in the following ways:
1. All key/value pairs are stored before being
presented to the Reducer function.
2. All key/value pairs sharing the same key are
sent to the same Reducer.
These two points are vital. As a Reducer accepts
many key/value pairs, if the Reducer encounters a
key that is different from the last one just processed,
Hadoop knows that the previous key will never appear again. In some cases, if keys from input files are
all the same, Hadoop will only use one Reducer and
fail to achieve parallelization. Users should come up
with a more unique key if this happens.

Unlike Hadoop streaming, Hadoop Pipes connect JVM and C/C++ code through a Socket rather
than a JNI, as shown in Fig. 8 and 9. Keys and values in the Hadoop Pipes are in byte buffers, represented as Standard Template Library strings. This
makes the interface simpler although it leaves a
slightly greater burden on the application developer,
who has to convert all C types to corresponding
Hadoop designed types.

3.4. Hadoop Pipes Approach
Hadoop Pipes is a programing interface that enables
users to utilize C/C++ source code for Mapper and
Reducer implementation. The difference between
Hadoop Streaming and Hadoop Pipes is shown in
Fig. 8. Hadoop Pipes still have to define one instance of a Mapper and Reducer. Unlike the classes
of the same name in Hadoop itself, both Map and
Reduce functions take a single argument. The one
for Map function references an object of type MapContext, whereas the one for Reduce references an
object of type ReduceContext. Both Map and Reduce are implemented in C/C++, rather than any
other language as in Hadoop Streaming.

Fig. 9. Flow chart of GPU-Hadoop Pipes

The command line interface of Hadoop Pipes is
shown in Fig. 10. Both Map and Reduce functions
are assembled into one C/C++ program.

Fig. 10. Hadoop Pipes Command Line Interface

4.

Fig. 8. Comparison of Hadoop Streaming and Pipes

Experimental Results

Four approaches of embedding GPU computations
in Hadoop are compared for performance and complexity analysis. The experiment is conducted on
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a 64-bit server with an Intel Genuine 8 processor i7 CPU (3.07GHz). The equipped GPUs are
NVidia Corporation GF100 (GeForce GTX 480) and
GF106GL (Quadro 2000). The server is running
with the GNU/Linux operating system of kernel version 2.6.18. The Hadoop system and the testing applications are implemented with CUDA 5.0 and associated NVCC compiler.
Word Count (WC) is selected for the test and it
counts all occurrences of each unique word. The input is a collection of texts, with words taken from a
predetermined corpus. The typical CPU implementation reads a chunk of the input data for each Mapper, scans one word as provided by the specified text
input format and emits [W, 1] for every found word
W. With the hash implementation, the real inputs for
the Mapper actually become [hash (W), 1].

Fig. 11. Performance Comparison over Word Count Application

In the WC application, Hadoop exhibits stable
performance for different data sizes as shown in Fig.
11. It is clear that JCuda approach outperforms the
other three whereas Hadoop Streaming delivers the
worst performance. This also indicates the tightness between Hadoop’s Map/Reduce function and
CUDA kernel functions. In JCuda approach, Java
code calls binary GPU code directly; but Hadoop
Streaming goes through much slower file system
stdin/stdout. As data size increases, the increase
of the execution time is lower than expected. This
implies Hadoop prefers larger processing data. On
the other hand, these four approaches do not exhibit
dramatic performance difference. This means that

Hadoop task scheduling and file operations are still
the major bottlenecks.
Table 1. Overall Comparison of Four Approaches

The overall comparisons of these four integration
approaches are listed in Table 1. Each column illustrates a comparison result about one aspect. “High
Performance” indicates the overall performance of
Hadoop on GPU clusters. “Development Complexity” demonstrates the difficulty in deployment with
a particular approach. “Program Translation” refers
to the effort in translating a current CPU-Hadoop
project to a GPU one. “Testing Difficulty” indicates
the degree of difficulty of setting up a test.
The number of X’s in the table cells reflects the
advantage points of each approach. Five X’s implies the best case and one X implies the worst case.
Overall, JCuda will yield the highest performance,
but it is also the most expensive for development
and translation. JNI is quite difficult to be tested.
Hadoop Pipes shows no obvious shortcomings; it
is relatively more worth implementing. However,
it can only be achieved in C language which limits
its scope of application. Hadoop Streaming offers
the best development complexity, program translation, and testing difficulity. However, it is quite hard
to improve its performance. If a project seeks easy
development and testing without sacrificing performance too much, Hadoop Streaming might be a
good candidate.
5.

Related Work

There are several MapReduce studies that consider
GPU-based computing environments. Bingsheng
He, et al. [4] proposed the first framework for distributed MapReduce on CUDA named Mars [14]
in 2008. Their outstanding work mainly adopted
Hadoop Streaming for GPU utilization. Stuart et al.
[5] have proposed a MapReduce-based volume rendering application for a multi-GPU computer cluster, whereas this study focuses on interface connec-
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tion and considers running applications in MultiGPU cluster environments.
There are also several studies related to using
GPUs to accelerate MapReduce in cluster computing environments. Okur, et al [6] provide a framework called HAPI that is a simpler implementation of heterogeneous MapReduce using APAR API
to transfer the computationally intensive parts of a
Hadoop job to the GPU but only applies to mappers.
HAPI provides a heterogeneous mapper class, which
includes preprocessor, GPU execution, and postprocessor methods that must be implemented by application developers. HAPI implementation is only
done on a single node so that communication overheads are ignored. There is no support for multidevices, and most time CPU is idle since one core
is used to manage a single GPU. In this work, both
JCUDA and JNI can utilize all GPUs and CPUs.
Chen, et al [8][9] worked on advanced optimizations to MapReduce implementation over a heterogeneous architecture. They have modified MapReduce scheduling algorithm, improved the usage of
GPU scratchpad memory, accomplished intermediate/immediate reduction, and performed runtime
tuning. The evaluation results have demonstrated
good load balancing effect and higher speedup over
sequential execution. Although their work was not
done on top of Hadoop, many of their ideas are quite
useful for Hadoop.
6.

Conclusions and Future Work

The strengths of Hadoop and GPU naturally complement each other. Hadoop provides a robust and
proven distributed system with a MapReduce execution model and distributed file system. However,
its computational performance is lacking. CUDA
enables execution of Hadoop computation in GPU
native threads on heterogeneous high-performance,
low-power architectures. The four different approaches provide seamless integration of these two
prevalent programming models to provide a high
performance distributed system with usability on
par with Hadoop. These approaches are analyzed
and compared thoroughly. The experimental results
have indicated their effectiveness in porting com-

mon Hadoop applications to distributed heterogeneous environments.
The future work includes reducing JCuda runtime overhead in integrating with Hadoop and
adopting GPU-based MapReduce schemes for high
performance two-level MapReduce systems.
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